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fresh air ventilation,
maintaining a comfortable
temperature and
humidity level
whilst reducing
running costs

DC Lossnay
provides a
renewable energy
solution to poor
air quality

Faced with the problem of overheating and poor air circulation
at night within this 5 bedroomed home, the owners sought to
improve the air quality throughout their home. Furthermore,
the existing bathroom extractor fans were noisy and
ineffective leaving the rooms damp after use.
The occupants wanted a system that would provide effective yet
cost efficient ventilation throughout the home with minimal
disturbance during operation. Their chosen solution
was a DC Lossnay system from Mitsubishi Electric
which was installed to provide clean, fresh air
throughout the home with minimal
heat loss and running costs.
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A Mitsubishi Electric DC Lossnay unit was
installed in the loft area of this 207m2 property
in a day, including the installation of all ductwork
and supply and extract grilles. The bedrooms and
bathrooms now benefit from a constant fresh air
supply through the supply grilles, whilst the stale
air is removed via the extract grilles.
Due to it’s low energy consumption (19W at low fan speed),
DC Lossnay runs most of the time maintaining a clean,
fresh internal environment with humidity control.
Barely audible at low speed and extremely quiet at high speed,
the DC Lossnay significantly improves air quality in the home
with hardly any noise disruption.
The homeowners were very pleased with the quick installation,
the lack of disruption and are delighted with it’s quiet operation
and energy efficiency.

“We are highly satisfied with the
installation which runs quietly in the
background and definitely recovers
energy we would otherwise be throwing
away. Extract from the bathroom and
en-suites is remarkable, silent but
totally effective.”
DC Lossnay has a bypass mode for when the outside air is
lower than the internal temperature, meaning freely available
cooler outdoor air can be used to supply fresh, cool air into
the home.
Further cost savings were made by linking the Lossnay
bypass function to (a previously installed) Mitsubishi Electric
Ecodan heat pump in this home to maximise heat recovery
whenever the heating is running.
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How DC Lossnay works
The technology behind the energy efficiency of
DC Lossnay lies in the construction of the core
which enables exchange of both latent heat
(humidity/moisture) and sensible heat (temperature)
to maintain a comfortable internal environment
for minimal energy consumption.
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Made of ultra-thin paper constructed in a corrugated form and
layered in alternate directions, the core allows a cross airflow to
maximise heat recovery without the supply and exhaust air
mixing, ensuring only fresh air is introduced into a home.
The use of ultra-thin paper enables the unit to achieve high
enthalpy exchange efficiency and dramatically increase moisture
permeability whilst acting as a barrier against air leakage. The
microscopically small pores decrease the rate at which water
soluble gases such as ammonia and hydrogen can pass through.
The efficient DC fan motors are highly robust and designed to
consume minimal energy to ensure the highest levels of efficiency
and control and quiet operation whatever the fan speed.
The Mitsubishi Electric DC Lossnay unit is SAP Appendix Q
listed and conforms to the air volume, temperature exchange
efficiency and SFP criteria required for specific installations.

With efficient heat recovery, DC Lossnay
now provides this home with effective,
fresh air ventilation, maintaining a
comfortable temperature and
humidity level whilst reducing
running costs.
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